Against the Male Flood

Censorship, Pornography, and Equality

Andrea Dworkin

To say what one thought—that was my little problem—against the prodigious Current; to find a sentence that could hold its own against the male flood.

(Virginia Woolf)

I want to say right here, that those well-meaning friends on the outside who say that we have suffered these horrors of prison, of hunger strikes and forcible feeding, because we desired to martyrise ourselves for the cause, are absolutely and entirely mistaken. We never went to prison in order to be martyrs. We went there in order that we might obtain the rights of citizenship. We were willing to break laws that we might force men to give us the right to make laws.

(Emmeline Pankhurst)

CENSORSHIP

Censorship is a real thing, not an abstract idea or a word that can be used to mean anything at all.

In ancient Rome, a censor was a magistrate who took the census (a count of the male population and an evaluation of property for the purpose of taxation done every fifth year), assessed taxes, and inspected morals and conduct. His power over conduct came from his power to tax. For instance, in 403 B.C. the censors Camillus and Andrea Dworkin, 'Against the Male Flood: Censorship, Pornography, and Equality', in Letters for a War Zone (Martin Secker and Warburg, 1997). Version printed in this collection is from Pornography: Woman, Violence, and Civil Liberties, ed. Catherine Itzin (Oxford University Press, 1994), 515-35, reprinted by permission of Elaine Markson Literary Agency Inc.
writing as act, not air—as act, not idea; concrete, specific, real, not insubstantial blather on a dead page. Censorship goes after the act and the actor: the book and the writer. It needs to destroy both. The cost in human lives is staggering, and it is perhaps essential to say that human lives destroyed must count more in the weighing of horror than books burned. This is my personal view, and I love books more than I love people.

Censorship is deeply misunderstood in the United States, because the fairly spoiled, privileged, frivolous people who are the literate citizens of this country think that censorship is some foggy effort to suppress ideas. For them, censorship is not something in itself—an act of police power with discernible consequences to hunted people; instead, it is about something abstract—the suppressing or controlling of ideas. Censorship, like writing itself, is no longer an act. Because it is no longer the blatant exercise of police power against writers or books because of what they do, what they accomplish in the real world, it becomes vague, hard to find, except perhaps as an attitude. It gets used to mean unpleasant, even angry frowns of disapproval or critiques delivered in harsh tones; it means social disapproval or small retaliations by outraged citizens where the book is still available and the writer is entirely unharmed, even if insulted. It hangs in the air, ominous, like the threat of drizzle. It gets to be, in silly countries like this one, whatever people say it is, separate from any material definition, separate from police power, separate from state repression (jail, banning, exile, death), separate from devastating consequences to real people (jail, banning, exile, death). It is something that people who eat fine food and wear fine clothes worry about frenetically, trying to find it, anticipating it with great anxiety, arguing it down as if it were real—an argument would make it go away; not knowing that it has a clear, simple, unavoidable momentum and meaning in a cruel world of police power that their privilege cannot comprehend.

---

**Obscenity**

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, in most of Western Europe, England, and the United States, more often than not (time-out for Franco, for instance), writing has been most consistently viewed as an act warranting prosecution when the writing is construed to be obscene. The republics, democracies and constitutional monarchies of the
West, now and then do not smother writers in police violence; they prefer to pick off writers who annoy and irritate selectively with fair token prosecutions. The list of writers so harassed is elegant, while male (therefore the pronoun he is used throughout this discussion) and remarkably small. Being among them is more than a ceremonial honour. As Flaubert wrote to his brother in 1857:

My persecution has brought me widespread sympathy. If my book is bad, the will serve to make it seem better. If, on the other hand, it has lasting qualities that will build a foundation for it. There you are!

I am hourly awaiting the official document which will name the day when am to take my seat (for the crime of having written in French) in the dock as the company of thieves and homosexuals.¹

A few months later that same year, Baudelaire was fined 300 francs for publishing six obscene poems. They also had to be removed from future editions of his book. In harder, earlier days, Jean-Jacques Rousseau spent eight years as a fugitive after his Emile was banned and a warrant was issued for his arrest. English censors criminally prosecuted Swinburne’s Poems and Ballads in 1866. They were particularly piqued at Zola, even in translation, so his English publisher, 70 years old, went to jail for three months. In 1898, a bookseller was arrested for selling Havelock Ellis’ work and received a suspended sentence. This list is representative, not exhaustive. While prosecutions of writers under obscenity laws have created great difficulties for writers already plagued with them (as most writers are), criminal prosecutions under obscenity law in Europe and the United States are notable for how narrowly they reach writers, how sanguine writers tend to be about the consequences to themselves, and how little is paid in the writer’s life-blood to what D. H. Lawrence (who paid more than most modern Western writers) called the ‘censor-moron’.² In South Africa, one would hardly be so flippant. In our world, the writer gets harassed, as Lawrence did; the writer may be poor or not—the injury is considerably worse if he is; but the writer is not terrorized or tortured; and writers do not live under a reign of terror as writers, because of what they do. The potshot application of criminal law for writing is not good, nice, or right; but it is important to recognize the relatively narrow scope and marginal character of criminal prosecution under obscenity law in particular—especially compared with the scope and character of police-state censorship. Resisting obscenity law does not require hyperbolic renderings of what it is and how it has been used. It can be fought or repudiated on its own terms.

The use of obscenity laws against writers, however haphazard or insistent, is censorship and it does hold writing to be an act. This is a unique perception of what writing is, taking place, as it does, in a liberal context in which writing is held to be ideas. It is the obscene quality of the writing, the obscenity itself, that is seen to turn writing from idea into act. Writing of any kind or quality is idea, except for obscene writing, which is act. Writing is censored, even in our own happy little land of Oz, as act, not idea.

What is obscenity, such that it turns writing, when obscene, into something that actually happens—changes it from internal wind somewhere in the elevated mind into a genuinely offensive and utterly real fart noticeable, rude, occasioning pinched fingers on the nose?

There is the legal answer and the artistic answer. Artists have been consistently pushing on the boundaries of obscenity because great writers see writing as an act, and in liberal culture, only obscene writing has that social standing, that quality of dynamism and heroism. Great writers tend to experience writing as an intense and disruptive act; in the West, it is only recognized as such when the writing itself is experienced as obscene. In liberal culture, the writer has needed obscenity to be perceived as socially real.

What is it that obscenity does? The writer uses what the society deems to be obscene because the society then reacts to the writing the way the writer values the writing: as if it does something. But obscenity itself is socially constructed; the writer does not invent it or in any sense originate it. He finds it, knowing that it is what society hides. He looks under rocks and in dark corners.

There are two possible derivations of the word obscenity: the discredited one, what is concealed; and the accepted one, filth. Animals bury their filth, hide it, cover it, leave it behind, separate it from themselves; so do we, going way way back. Filth is excrement; from down there. We bury it or hide it; also, we hide where it comes from. Under male rule, menstrual blood is also filth, so women are twice dirty. Filth is where the sexual organs are and because women are seen primarily as sex, existing to provide sex, women have to be covered: our naked bodies being obscene.

Obscenity law uses both possible root meanings of obscene intertwined: it typically condemns nudity, public display, lewd exhibition, exposed genitals or buttocks or pubic areas, sodomy, masturbation, sexual intercourse, excretion. Obscenity law is applied to pictures and words; the artefact itself exposes what should be hidden; it shows dirt.
The human body and all sex and excretory acts are the domain of obscenity law.

But being in the domain of obscenity law is not enough. One must feel alive there. To be obscene, the representations must arouse prurient interest. Prurient means itching or itch; it is related to the Sanskrit for he burns. It means sexual arousal. Judges, law-makers, and juries have, until very recently, entirely male; empirically, prurient means causes erection. Theologians have called this same quality of obscenity ‘venereal pleasure’, holding that if a work is to be called obscene it must, of its nature, be such as actually is arousing or calculated to arouse in the viewer or reader such venereal pleasure. If the work is not of such a kind, it may, indeed, be vulgar, disgusting, crude, unpleasant, what you will—but it will not be, in the strict sense which Canon Law obliges us to apply, obscene.

A secular philosopher of pornography isolated the same quality when he wrote: ‘Obscenity is our name for the uneasiness which upsets the physical state associated with self-possession.’

Throughout history, the male has been the standard for obscenity law: erection is his venereal pleasure or the uneasiness which upsets the physical state associated with his self-possession. It is not surprising then, that in the same period when women became jurors, lawyers, and judges—but especially jurors, women having been summarily excluded from most juries until perhaps a decade ago—obscenity law fell into disuse and disregard. In order for obscenity law to have retained social and legal coherence, it would have had to recognize as part of its standard women’s sexual arousal, a more subjective standard than erection. It would also have had to use the standard of penile erection in a social environment that was no longer sex-segregated, an environment in which male sexual arousal would be subjected to female scrutiny. In my view, the presence of women in the public sphere of legal decision-making has done more to undermine the efficacy of obscenity law than any self-conscious movement against it.

The act that obscenity recognizes is erection, and whatever writing produces erection is seen to be obscene—act, not idea—because of what it makes happen. The male sexual response is seen to be involuntary, so there is no experientially explicable division between the material that causes erection and the erection itself. That is the logic of obscenity law used against important writers who have pushed against the borders of the socially defined obscene, because they wanted writing to have that very quality of being a socially recognized act. They wanted the inevitability of the response—the social response. The erection makes the writing socially real from the society’s point of view, not from the writer’s. What the writer needs is to be taken seriously, by any means necessary. In liberal societies, only obscenity law comprehends writing as an act. It defines the nature and quality of the act narrowly—not writing itself, but producing erections. Flaubert apparently did produce them; so did Baudelaire, Zola, Rousseau, Lawrence, Joyce, and Nabokov. It’s that simple.

What is at stake in obscenity law is always erection: under what conditions, in what circumstances, how, by whom, by what materials men want it produced in themselves. Men have made this public policy. Why they want to regulate their own erections through law is a question of endless interest and importance to feminists. Nevertheless, that they do persist in this regulation is simple fact. There are civil and social conflicts over how best to regulate erection through law, especially when caused by words or pictures. Arguments among men notwithstanding, high culture is phallocentric. It is also, using the civilized criteria of jurisprudence, not infrequently obscene.

Most important writers have insisted that their own uses of the obscene as socially defined are not pornography. As D. H. Lawrence wrote: ‘But even I would censor genuine pornography rigorously. It would not be very difficult . . . [Y]ou can recognize it by the insult it offers, invariably, to sex, and to the human spirit.’ It was also, he pointed out, produced by the underworld. Nabokov saw in pornography ‘mediocrity, commercialism, and certain strict rules of narration . . . [A]ction has to be limited to the copulation of clichés. Style, structure, imagery should never distract the reader from his tepid lust’. They knew that what they did was different from pornography, but they did not entirely know what the difference was. They missed the heart of an empirical distinction because writing was indeed real to them but women were not.

The insult pornography offers, invariably, to sex is accomplished in the active subordination of women: the creation of a sexual dynamic in which the putting-down of women, the suppression of women, and ultimately the brutalization of women, is what sex is taken to be. Obscenity in law, and in what it does socially, is erection. Law recognizes the act in this. Pornography, however, is a broader, more comprehensive act, because it crushes a whole class of people through violence and subjugation: and sex is the vehicle that does the crushing. The penis is not the test, as it is in obscenity. Instead, the status of women is the issue. Erection is implicated in the subordinating, but
who it reaches and how are the pressing legal and social questions. Pornography, unlike obscenity, is a discrete, identifiable system of sexual exploitation that hurts women as a class by creating inequality and abuse. This is a new legal idea, but it is the recognition and naming of an old and cruel injury to a dispossessed and coerced underclass. It is the sound of women’s words breaking the longest silence.

PORNOGRAPHY

In the United States, it is an $8 billion trade in sexual exploitation.

It is women turned into subhumans, beaver, pussy, body parts, genitals exposed, buttocks, breasts, mouths opened and throats penetrated, covered in semen, pissed on, shitted on, hung from light fixtures, tortured, maimed, bleeding, disembowelled, killed.

It is some creature called female, used.

It is scissors poised at the vagina and objects stuck in it, a smile on the woman’s face, her tongue hanging out.

It is a woman being fucked by dogs, horses, snakes.

It is every torture in every prison cell in the world, done to women and sold as sexual entertainment.

It is rape and gang rape and anal rape and throat rape; and it is the woman raped, asking for more.

It is the woman in the picture to whom it is really happening and the women against whom the picture is used, to make them do what the woman in the picture is doing.

It is the power men have over women turned into sexual acts men do to women, because pornography is the power and the act.

It is the conditioning of erection and orgasm in men to the powerlessness of women; our inferiority, humiliation, pain, torment; to us as objects, things, or commodities for use in sex as servants.

It sexualizes inequality and in doing so creates discrimination as a sex-based practice.

It permeates the political condition of women in society by being the substance of our inequality however located—in jobs, in education, in marriage, in life.

It is women, kept a sexual underclass, kept available for rape and battery and incest and prostitution.

It is what we are under male domination; it is what we are for under male domination.

It is the heretofore hidden (from us) system of subordination that women have been told is just life.

Under male supremacy, it is the synonym for what being a woman is.

It is access to our bodies as a birthright to men: the grant, the gift, the permission, the licence, the proof, the promise, the method, how-to it is us accessible, no matter what the law pretends to say, no matter what we pretend to say.

It is physical injury and physical humiliation and physical pain: to the women against whom it is used after it is made; to the women used to make it.

As words alone, or words and pictures, moving or still, it creates systematic harm to women in the form of discrimination and physical hurt. It creates harm inevitably by its nature because of what it is and what it does. The harm will occur as long as it is made and used. The name of the next victim is unknown, but everything else is known.

Because of it—because it is the subordination of women perfectly achieved—the abuse done to us by any human standard is perceived as using us for what we are by nature: women are whores; women want to be raped; she provoked it; women like to be hurt; she says no but means yes because she wants to be taken against her will which is not really her will because what she wants underneath is to have anything done to her that violates or humiliates or hurts her; she wants it, because she is a woman, no matter what it is, because she is a woman; that is how women are, what women are, what women are. This view is institutionally expressed in law. So much for equal protection.

If it were being done to human beings, it would be reckoned an atrocity. It is being done to women. It is reckoned fun, pleasure, entertainment, sex, somebody’s (not something’s) civil liberty no less.

What do you want to be when you grow up? Doggie Girl? Gestapo Sex Slave? Black Bitch In Bondage? Pet, bunny, beaver? In dreams begin responsibilities, whether one is the dreamer or the dreamed.

PORNOGRAPHERS

Most of them are small-time pimps or big-time pimps. They sell women: the real flesh-and-blood women in the pictures. They like the excitement of domination; they are greedy for profit; they are sadistic in their exploitation of women; they hate women, and the
pornography they make is the distillation of that hate. The photographs are what they have created, live, for themselves, for their own enjoyment. The exchanges of women among them are part of the fun, too: so that the fictional creature ‘Linda Lovelace’, who was the real woman Linda Marciano, was forced to ‘deep-throat’ every pornographer her owner-pornographer wanted to impress. Of course, it was the woman, not the fiction, who had to be hypnotized so that the men could penetrate to the bottom of her throat, and who had to be beaten and terrorized to get her compliance at all. The finding of not and terrible things to do to women is part of the challenge of the vocation: so the inventor of ‘Linda Lovelace’ and ‘deep-throating’ is a genius in the field, a pioneer. Or, as Al Goldstein, a colleague, referred to him in an interview with him in Screw several years ago: a pimp’s pimp.

Even with written pornography, there has never been the distinction between making pornography and the sexual abuse of live women that is taken as a truism by those who approach pornography as if it were an intellectual phenomenon. The Marquis de Sade, as the world’s foremost literary pornographer, is archetypal. His sexual practice was the persistent sexual abuse of women and girls, with occasional excursions into the abuse of boys. As an aristocrat in a feudal society, he preyed with near impunity on prostitutes and servants. The pornography he wrote was an urgent part of the sexual abuse he practiced not only because he did what he wrote, but also because the intense hatred of women that fuelled the one also fuelled the other: not two separate engines, but one engine running on the same tank. The acts of pornography and the acts of rape were waves on the same sea, becoming for its victims however it reached them, a tidal wave of destruction. Pornographers who use words know that what they are doing is both aggressive and destructive: sometimes they philosophize about how sex inevitably ends in death, the death of a woman being a thing of sexual beauty as well as excitement. Pornography, even when written, is sex because of the dynamism of the sexual hatred in it; and for pornographers, the sexual abuse of women as commonly understood and pornography are both acts of sexual predation, which is how they live.

One reason that stopping pornographers and pornography is not censorship is that pornographers are more like the police in police states than they are like the writers in police states. They are the instruments of terror, not its victims. What police do to the powerless in police states is what pornographers do to women, except that it is entertainment for the masses, not dignified as political. Writers do not do what pornographers do. Secret police do. Torturers do. What pornographers do to women is more like what police do to political prisoners than it is like anything else: except for the fact that it is watched with so much pleasure by so many. Intervening in a system of terror where it is vulnerable to public scrutiny to stop it is not censorship; it is the system of terror that stops speech and creates abuse and despair. The pornographers are the secret police of male supremacy: keeping women subordinate through intimidation and assault.

---

**SUBORDINATION**

In the amendment to the Human Rights Ordinance of the City of Minneapolis written by Catharine A. MacKinnon and myself, pornography is defined as the graphic, sexually explicit subordination of women whether in pictures or in words that also includes one or more of the following: women are presented dehumanized as sexual objects, things, or commodities; or women are presented as sexual objects who enjoy pain or humiliation; or women are presented as sexual objects who experience sexual pleasure in being raped, or women are presented as sexual objects tied up or cut up or mutilated or bruised or physically hurt; or women are presented in postures of sexual submission; or women’s bodies parts are exhibited such that women are reduced to those parts; or women are presented being penetrated by objects or animals; or women are presented in scenarios of degradation, injury, abasement, torture, shown as filthy or inferior, bleeding, bruised, or hurt in a context that makes these conditions sexual.

This statutory definition is an objectively accurate definition of what pornography is, based on an analysis of the material produced by the $8 billion-a-year industry, and also on extensive study of the whole range of pornography extant from other eras and other cultures. Given the fact that women’s oppression has an ahistorical character—a sameness across time and cultures expressed in rape, battery, incest and prostitution—it is no surprise that pornography, a central phenomenon in that oppression, has precisely that quality of sameness. It does not significantly change in what it is, what it does, what is in it, or how it works, whether it is, for instance, classical or feudal or modern, Western or Asian; whether the method of manufacture is words, photographs or video. What has changed is the public availability of pornography and the numbers of live women used in it because of
new technologies: not its nature. Many people note what seems to them a qualitative change in pornography—that it has become more violent, even grotesquely violent, over the last two decades. The change is only in what is publicly visible: not in the range or preponderance of violent pornography (e.g. the place of rape in pornography stays constant and central, no matter where, when, or how the pornography is produced); not in the character, quality, or content of what the pornographers actually produce; not in the harm caused; not in the valuation of women in it, or the metaphysical definition of what women are; not in the sexual abuse promoted, including rape, battery, and incest; not in the centrality of its role in subordinating women. Until recently, pornography operated in private, where most abuse of women takes place.

The oppression of women occurs through sexual subordination, that is the use of sex as the medium of oppression that makes the subordination of women so distinct from racism or prejudice against a group based on religion or national origin. Social inequality is created in many different ways. In my view, the radical responsibility is to isolate the material means of creating the inequality so that material remedies can be found for it.

This is particularly difficult with respect to women’s inequality, because that inequality is achieved through sex. Sex as desired by the class that dominates women is held by that class to be elemental, urgent, necessary, even if or even though it appears to require the repudiation of any claim women might have to full human standing. In the subordination of women, inequality itself is sexualized: made into the experience of sexual pleasure, essential to sexual desire. Pornography is the material means of sexualizing inequality; and that is why pornography is a central practice in the subordination of women.

Subordination itself is a broad, deep, systematic dynamic discernible in any persecution based on race or sex. Social subordination has five main parts. First, there is hierarchy, a group on top and a group on the bottom. For women, this hierarchy is experienced both socially and sexually, publicly and privately. Women are physically integrated into the society in which we are held to be inferior, and our low status is both put in place and maintained in the sexual usage of us by men; and so women’s experience of hierarchy is incredibly intimate and wounding.

Second, subordination is objectification. Objectification occurs when a human being, through social means, is made less than human, turned into a thing or commodity, bought and sold. When objectification occurs, a person is depersonalized, so that no individuality or integrity is available socially or in what is an extremely circumscribed privacy (because those who dominate determine its boundaries). Objectification is an injury right at the heart of discrimination: those who can be used as if they are not fully human are no longer fully human in social terms; their humanity is hurt by being diminished.

Third, subordination is submission. A person is at the bottom of a hierarchy because of a condition of birth; a person on the bottom is dehumanized, an object or commodity; inevitably, the situation of that person requires obedience and compliance. That diminished person is expected to be submissive; there is no longer any right to self-determination, because there is no basis in equality for any such right to exist. In a condition of inferiority and objectification, submission is usually essential for survival. Oppressed groups are known for their abilities to anticipate the orders and desires of those who have power over them, to comply with an obsequiousness that is then used by the dominant group to justify its own dominance; the master, not able to imagine a human like himself in such degrading servility, thinks the servility is proof that the hierarchy is natural and that the objectification simply amounts to seeing these lesser creatures for what they are. The submission forced on inferior, objectified groups precisely by hierarchy and objectification is taken to be the proof of inherent inferiority and subhuman capacities.

Fourth, subordination is violence. The violence is systematic, endemic enough to be unremarkable and normative, usually taken as an implicit right of the one committing the violence. In my view, hierarchy, objectification, and submission are the preconditions for systematic social violence against any group targeted because of a condition of birth. If violence against a group is both socially pervasive and socially normal, then hierarchy, objectification, and submission are already solidly in place.

The role of violence in subordinating women has one special characteristic congruent with sex as the instrumentality of subordination: the violence is supposed to be sex for the woman too—what women want and like as part of our sexual nature; it is supposed to give women pleasure (as in rape); it is supposed to mean love to a woman from her point of view (as in battery). The violence against women is seen to be done not just in accord with something compliant in women, but in response to something active in and basic to women’s nature.

Pornography uses each component of social subordination. Its particular medium is sex. Hierarchy, objectification, submission, and violence all become alive with sexual energy and sexual meaning. A
hierarchy, for instance, can have a static quality; but pornography is sexualizing it, makes it dynamic, almost carnivorous, so that men keep imposing it for the sake of their own sexual pleasure—for the sexual pleasure it gives them to impose it. In pornography, each element of subordination is conveyed through the sexually explicit usage of women; pornography in fact is what women are and what women are for and how women are used in a society premised on the inferiority of women. It is a metaphysics of women’s subjugation: our existence is delineated in a definition of our nature; our status in society is determined by the uses to which we are put. The woman’s body is what is materially subordinated. Sex is the material means through which the subordination is accomplished. Pornography is the institution of male dominance that sexualizes hierarchy, objectification, submission, and violence. As such, pornography creates inequality, not as artefact but as a system of social reality; it creates the necessity and the actual behaviours that constitute sex inequality.

SPEECH

Subordination can be so deep that those who are hurt by it are utterly silent. Subordination can create a silence quieter than death. Some women flattened out on the page are deathly still, except for hurt me. Hurt me is not women’s speech. It is the speech imposed on women by pimps to cover the awful, condemning silence. The Three Maris of Portugal went to jail for writing this: ‘Let no one tell me that silence gives consent, because whoever is silent dissents.’ The women say the pimps’ words: the language is another element of the rape; the language is part of the humiliation; the language is part of the forced act. Real silence might signify dissent, for those reared to understand it as discourse. The pimps cannot tolerate literal silence—it is too frequent as testimony—so they force the words out of the woman’s mouth. The women say pimps’ words: which is worse than silence. The silence of the women not in the picture, outside the pages, hurt but silent, used but silent, is staggering in how deep and wide it goes. It is the silence over centuries: an exile into speechlessness. One is shut up by the inferiority and the abuse. One is shut up by the threat and the injury. In her memoir of the Stalin period, Hope Against Hope, Nadezhda Mandelstam wrote that screaming is a man’s way of leaving a trace, of telling people how he lived and died.
they do it. It means protecting their sadism on our bodies, because that is how they write: not like a writer at all; like a torturer. Protecting what they 'say' means protecting sexual exploitation, because they cannot 'say' anything without diminishing, hurting, or destroying us. Their rights of speech express their rights over us. Their rights of speech require our inferiority; and that we be powerless in relation to them. Their rights of speech mean that hurt me is accepted as the real speech of women, not speech forced on us as part of the sex forced on us but originating with us because we are what the pornographers are we are.

If what we want to say is not hurt me, we have the real social power only to use silence as eloquent dissent. Silence is what women have instead of speech. Silence is our dissent during rape unless the rapist likes the pornographer, prefers hurt me, in which case we have no dissent. Silence is our moving persuasive dissent during battery unless the batterer, like the pornographer, prefers hurt me. Silence is a fine dissent during incest and for all the long years after.

Silence is not speech. We have silence, not speech. We fight rape, battery, incest, and prostitution with it. We lose. But someday someone will notice: that people called women were buried in a long silence that meant dissent and that the pornographers—with needles sticking like the teeth of a harrow—chattered on.

EQUALITY

To get that word, male, out of the Constitution cost the women of this country 52 years of senseless campaign; 56 state referendum campaigns; 480 legislative campaigns to get state suffrage amendments submitted; 47 state constitutional convention campaigns; 277 state party convention campaigns; 30 national party convention campaigns to get suffrage planks in the party platforms; 19 campaigns with 19 successive Congresses to get the federal amendment submitted, and the final ratification campaign.

Millions of dollars were raised, mostly in small sums, and spent with economic care. Hundreds of women gave the accumulated possibilities of an entire lifetime, thousands gave years of their lives, hundreds of thousands gave constant interest and such aid as they could. It was a continuous and seemingly endless chain of activity. Young suffragists who helped forge the first links of that chain were not born when it began. Old suffragists who helped forge the first links were dead when it ended.

(Carrie Chapman Catt)

Feminists have wanted equality. Radicals and reformists have different ideas of what equality would be, but it has been the wisdom of feminism to value equality as a political goal with social integrity and complex meaning. The Jacobins also wanted equality, and the French Revolution was fought to accomplish it. Conservatism as a modern political movement actually developed to resist social and political movements for equality, beginning with the egalitarian imperatives of the French Revolution.

Women have had to prove human status, before having any claim to equality. But equality has been impossible to achieve, perhaps because, really, women have not been able to prove human status. The burden of proof is on the victim.

Not one inch of change has been easy or cheap. We have fought so hard and so long for so little. The vote did not change the status of women. The changes in women's lives that we can see on the surface do not change the status of women. By the year 2000, women are expected to be 100 per cent of this nation's poor. We are raped, battered, and prostituted: these acts against us are in the fabric of social life. As children, we are raped, physically abused, and prostituted. The country enjoys the injuries done to us, and spends $8 billion a year on the pleasure of watching us being hurt (exploitation as well as torture constituting substantive harm). The subordination gets deeper: we keep getting pushed down further. Rape is an entertainment. The contempt for us in that fact is immeasurable; yet we live under the weight of it. Discrimination is a euphemism for what happens to us.

It has plagued us to try to understand why the status of women does not change. Those who hate the politics of equality say they know: we are biologically destined for rape; God made us to be submissive unto our husbands. We change, but our status does not change. Laws change, but our status stays fixed. We move into the marketplace, only to face there classic sexual exploitation, now called sexual harassment. Rape, battery, prostitution, and incest stay the same in that they keep happening to us as part of what life is; even though we name the crimes against us as such and try to keep the victims from being destroyed by what we cannot stop from happening to them. And the silence stays in place too, however much we try to dislodge it with our truths. We say what has happened to us, but newspapers, governments,
the culture that excludes us as fully human participants, wipe us out of our speech: by refusing to hear it. We are the tree falling in the desert. Should it matter: they are the desert.

The cost of trying to shatter the silence is astonishing to those who do it: the women, raped, battered, prostituted, who have something to say and say it. They stand there, even as they are erased. Governments turn from them; courts ignore them; this country disavows and denies possesses them. Men ridicule, threaten, or hurt them. Women justify—silence being safer than speech—betray them. It is ugly to watch the complacent destroy the brave. It is horrible to win power win.

Still, equality is what we want, and we are going to get it. We understand about it now is that it cannot be proclaimed; it must be created. It has to take the place of subordination in human experience physically replace it. Equality does not co-exist with subordination, even if it were a little pocket located somewhere within it. Equality has to win. Subordination of women has to be knocked loose, and equality has not materially advanced; least in part because the pornography has been creating sexual inequality in hiding, in private, where the abuses occur on a massive scale.

Equality for women requires material remedies for pornography. Whether pornography is central to the inequality of women or one cause of it. Pornography's antagonism to civil equality, integrity, and self-determination for women is absolute; and it is effective in making that antagonism socially real and socially determining.

The law that Catharine A. MacKinnon and I wrote making pornography a violation of women's civil rights recognizes the injury the pornography does: how it hurts women's rights of citizenship through sexual exploitation and sexual torture both.

The civil rights law empowers women by allowing women to sue those who hurt us through pornography by trafficking in a coercing people into it, forcing it on people, and assaulting people directly because of a specific piece of it.

The civil rights law does not force the pornography back underground. There is no prior restraint or police power to make areas which would then result in a revivified black market. This respects the reach of the first amendment, but it also keeps the pornography from getting sexier—hidden, forbidden, dirty, happily back in the land of the obscene, sexy slime oozing on great books. Wanting to cover the pornography up, hide it, is the first response of those who need pornography to the civil rights law. If pornography is hidden, it is still accessible to men as a male right of access to women; its injuries to the rights of women are safe and secure in those hidden rooms, behind those opaque covers; the abuses of women are sustained as a private right supported by public policy. The civil rights law puts a flood of light on the pornography, what it is, how it is used, what it does, those who are hurt by it.

The civil rights law changes the power relationship between pornographers and women: it stops the pornographers from producing discrimination with the total impunity they now enjoy, and gives women a legal standing resembling equality from which to repudiate the subordination itself. The secret-police power of the pornographers suddenly has to confront a modest amount of due process.

The civil rights law undermines the subordination of women in society by confronting the pornography, which is the systematic sexualization of that subordination. Pornography is inequality. The civil rights law would allow women to advance equality by removing this concrete discrimination and hurting economically those who make, sell, distribute, or exhibit it. The pornography, being power, has a right to exist that we are not allowed to challenge under this system of law. After it hurts us by being what it is and doing what it does, the civil rights law would allow us to hurt it back. Women, not being power, do not have a right to exist equal to the right the pornography has. If we did, the pornographers would be precluded from exercising their rights at the expense of ours, and since they cannot exercise them any other way, they would be precluded period. We come to the legal system beggars though in the public dialogue around the passage of this civil rights law we have the satisfaction of being regarded as thieves.

The civil rights law is women's speech. It defines an injury to us from our point of view. It is premised on a repudiation of sexual subordination which is born of our experience of it. It breaks the silence. It is a sentence that can hold its own against the male flood. It is a sentence on which we can build a paragraph, then a page.

It is my view, learned largely from Catharine MacKinnon, that women have a right to be effective. The pornographers, of course, do not think so, nor do other male supremacists; and it is hard for women to think so. We have been told to educate people on the evils of pornography: before the development of this civil rights law, we were told just to keep quiet about pornography altogether; but now that we have a law we want to use, we are encouraged to educate and stop.
there. Law educates. This law educates. It also allows women to say something. In hurting the pornography back, we gain ground in making equality more likely, more possible—some day it will be real. We have a means to fight the pornographers’ trade in women. We have a means to get at the torture and the terror. We have a means with which to challenge the pornography’s efficacy in making exploitation and inferiority the bedrock of women’s social status. The civil rights law introduces into the public consciousness an analysis: of what pornography is, what sexual subordination is, what equality might be. The civil rights law introduces a new legal standard: these things are not done to citizens of this country. The civil rights law introduces a new political standard: these things are not done to human beings. The civil rights law provides a new mode of action for women through which we can pursue equality and because of which our speech will have social meaning. The civil rights law gives us back what the pornographers have taken from us: hope rooted in real possibility.

Notes
5. Lawrence, op. cit., p. 74.
7. The actual line is ‘In dreams begins responsibility’, quoted by Yeats as an epigram to his collection, *Responsibilities*.
11. Ibid., p. 197.
12. Ibid., p. 203.
13. Ibid., p. 197.

2 Pornography and Grief

Andrea Dworkin

*Pornography and Grief* was written as a speech for a Take Back the Night March that was part of the first feminist conference on pornography in the United States in San Francisco, November 1978. Organized by the new defunct Women Against Violence in Pornography and Media (WAVPM), over 5,000 women from thirty states participated and we shut down San Francisco’s pornography district for one night. The ground was taken but not held.

I searched for something to say here today quite different from what I am going to say. I wanted to come here militant and proud and angry as hell. But more and more, I find that anger is a pale shadow next to the grief I feel. If a woman has any sense of her own intrinsic worth, seeing pornography in small bits and pieces can bring her to a useful rage. Studying pornography in quantity and depth, as I have been doing for more months than I care to remember, will turn that same woman into a mourner.

The pornography itself is vile. To characterize it any other way would be to lie. No plague of male intellectualisms and sophistries can change or hide that fact. Georges Bataille, a philosopher of pornography (which he calls ‘eroticism’), puts it clearly: ‘In essence, the domain of eroticism is the domain of violence, of violation.’ Mr Bataille, unlike so many of his peers, is good enough to make explicit that the whole idea is to violate the female. Using the language of grand euphemism so popular with male intellectuals who write on the subject of pornography, Bataille informs us that ‘[t]he passive, female side is essentially the one that is dissolved as a separate entity.’
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Imagine that for hundreds of years your most formative traumas, your daily suffering and pain, the abuse you live through, the terror you live with, are unspeakable—not the basis of literature. You grow up with your father holding you down and covering your mouth so another man can make a horrible searing pain between your legs. When you are older, your husband ties you to the bed and drips hot wax on your nipples and brings in other men to watch and makes you smile through it. Your doctor will not give you drugs he has addicted you to unless you suck his penis.

You cannot tell anyone. When you try to speak of these things, you are told it did not happen, you imagined it, you wanted it, you enjoyed it. Books say this. No books say what happened to you. Law says this. No one imagines what happened to you, the way it happened. You live your whole life surrounded by this cultural echo of nothing where your screams and your words should be.

In this thousand years of silence, the camera is invented and pictures are made of you while these things are being done. You hear the camera clicking or whirring as you are being hurt, keeping time to the rhythm of your pain. You always know that the pictures are out there, somewhere, sold or traded or shown around or just kept in a drawer. In them, what was done to you is immortal. He has them; someone anyone, has seen you there, that way. This is unbearable. What he felt as he watched you as he used you is always being done again and lived again and felt again through the pictures—your violation his arousal, your torture his pleasure. Watching you was how he got off doing it with the pictures he can watch you and get off any time.

communication. You learn that language does not belong to you, that you cannot use it to say what you know, that knowledge is not what you learn from your life, that information is not made out of your experience. You learn to thinking about what happened to you does not count as ‘thinking’, but doing it apparently does. You learn that your reality subsists somewhere beneath the socially real—totally exposed but invisible, screaming yet inaudible, thought about incessantly yet unthinkably, ‘expression’ yet inexpressible, beyond work. You learn that speech is not what you say but what your abusers do to you.

Your relation to speech is like shouting at a movie. Somebody says that man, you scream. The audience acts as though nothing has been said, keeps watching fixedly or turns slightly, embarrassed for you. The action on-screen continues as if nothing has been said. As the echo of your voice dies in your ears, you begin to doubt that you said anything. Soon your own experience is not real to you anymore, like a movie you watch but cannot stop. This is women’s version of life imitating art. To survive, you learn shame and how to cover it with sexual bravado, inefficacy and how to make a seductive, secrecy and the habit of not telling what you know until you forget it. You learn how to leave your body and create someone else who takes over when you cannot stand it any more. You develop a set who is gratifying and obsequious and imitative and aggressively passive and silent—you learn, in a word, femininity.

I am asking you to imagine that women’s reality is real—something of a leap of faith in a society saturated with pornography, not to mention an academy saturated with deconstruction. The 1980s women spoke of this reality, in Virginia Woolf’s words of many years before, ‘against the male flood’: sex they spoke of being sexually abused. Thirty-eight per cent of women are sexually molested as girls; 24 per cent of us are raped in our marriages. Nearly half are victims of rape or attempted rape at least once in our lives, many more the once, especially women of color, many involving multiple attackers, mostly men we know. Eighty-five per cent of women who work outside the home are sexually harassed at some point by employers. We do not yet know how many women are sexually harassed by their doctors or how many are bought and sold as sex—the one thing we will seemingly always pay for, even in a depressed economy.

A long time before the women’s movement made this information available, in the absence of the words of sexually abused women, in the vacuum of this knowledge, in the silence of this speech, the question of pornography was framed and debated—its trenches dug, its moves choreographed, its voices rehearsed. Before the invention of the camera, which requires the direct use of real women; before the rise of a mammoth profiting industry of pictures and words acting as proof; before women spoke out about sexual abuse and were heard, the question of the legal regulation of pornography was framed as a question of the freedom of expression of the pornographers and their consumers. The government’s interest in censoring the expression of ideas about sex was opposed to publishers’ right to express them and readers’ right to read and think about them.

Frozen in the classic form of prior debates over censorship of political and artistic speech, the pornography debate thus became a debate that was about the extent of governmental authority threatening to suppress genius and dissent. There was some basis in reality for this division of sides. Under the law of obscenity, governments did try to suppress art and literature because it was sexual in content. This was before the cameras required live fodder and usually resulted in the books’ becoming bestsellers. Once abused women are heard and—this is the real hitch—become real, women’s silence can no longer be the context in which pornography and speech are analyzed. Into the symbiotic dance between left and right, between the men who love to hate each other, enters the captive woman, the terms of access to whom they have been fighting over. Instead of the forces of darkness seeking to suppress what the forces of light are struggling to free, her captivity itself is made central and put in issue for the first time. This changes everything, or should. Before, each woman who said she was abused looked incredible or exceptional; now, the abuse appears deadeningly commonplace. Before, what was done to her was sex; now, it is sexual abuse. Before, she was sex; now, she is a human being gendered female—if anyone can figure out what that is.

In this new context, the expressive issues raised by pornography also change—or should. Protecting pornography means protecting sexual abuse as speech, at the same time that both pornography and its protection have deprived women of speech, especially speech against sexual abuse. There is a connection between the silence enforced on women, in which we are seen to love and choose our chains because they have been sexualized, and the noise of pornography that surrounds us, passing for discourse (ours, even) and parading under constitutional protection. The operative definition of censorship accordingly shifts from government silencing what powerless people
say, to powerful people violating powerless people into silence and hiding behind state power to do it.

In the United States, pornography is protected by the state. Conceptually, this protection relies centrally on putting it back into the context of the silence of violated women: from real abuse back to an idea or ‘viewpoint’ on women and sex. In this de-realization of women, this erasure of sexual abuse through which technologically sophisticated traffic in women becomes a consumer choice of expressive content, abused women become a pornographer's ‘thought’ or ‘emotion’. This posture unites pornography’s apologia from libertarian economist and judge Frank Easterbrook to liberal philosopher-king Ronald Dworkin, from conservative scholar and judge Richard Posner to pornographers’ lawyer Edward DeGrazia.

In their approach, taken together, pornography falls presumptively into the legal category ‘speech’ at the outset through being rendered in terms of ‘content’, ‘message’, ‘emotion’, what it ‘says’, its ‘viewpoint’, its ‘ideas’. Once the women abused in it and through it are elided this way, its artifact status as pictures and words gets it legal protection through a seemingly indelible categorical formalism that then must be negated for anything to be done.

In this approach, the approach of current law, pornography is essentially treated as defamation rather than as discrimination. That is conceived in terms of what it says, which is imagined more or less effective or harmful as someone then acts on it, rather than in terms of what it does. Fundamentally, in this view, a form of communication cannot, as such, do anything bad except offend. Offense is all in the head. Because the purveyor is protected in sending, and the consumer in receiving, the thought or feeling, the fact that an unintended bystander might have offended thoughts or unpleasant feelings it mere externality, a cost we must pay for freedom. That the First Amendment protects this process of interchange—thought as thought, feeling to feeling—there is no doubt.

Within the confines of this approach, to say that pornography is an act against women is seen as metaphorical or magical, rhetorical or unreal, a literary hyperbole or propaganda device. On the assumptions that words have only a referential relation to reality, pornography is defended as only words—even when it is pictures women had to be directly used to make, even when the means of writing are women’s bodies, even when a woman is destroyed in order to say it or show it because it was said or shown.

A theory of protected speech begins here: words express, hence are
and wear jewelry", and "it was essential that the understudy to Administrative Assistant be a man." These statements are discriminatory acts and are legally seen as such. Statements like them are also evidence of discrimination or show that patterns of inequality are motivated by discriminatory animus. They can constitute actions discriminatory acts in themselves or legally transform otherwise neutral acts into bias-motivated ones. Whatever damage is done through such words is not only through their context but through their content, in the sense that if they did not contain what they contain and convey the meanings and feelings and thoughts they convey, they would not evidence or actualize the discrimination that they do.

Pornography, by contrast, has been legally framed as a vehicle for the expression of ideas. The Supreme Court of Minnesota recently observed of some pornography before it that "even the most ideal construction would be strained to find an "idea" in it", limited as it was to "who wants what, where, when, how, much, and how often." Even this criticism dignifies the pornography. The idea of who wants what, where, and when sexually can be expressed without violating anyone and without getting anyone raped. There are many ways to use what pornography says, in the sense of its content. But nothing the does what pornography does. The question becomes, do the pornographers—saying they are only saying what it says—have a right to do what only it does?

What pornography does, it does in the real world, not only in the mind. As an initial matter, it should be observed that it is the pornography industry, not the ideas in the materials, that forces, threatens blackmails, pressures, tricks, and caresses women into sex for pictures. In pornography, women are gang raped so they can be filmed. They are not gang raped by the idea of a gang rape. It is for pornography, and not by the ideas in it, that women are hurt and penetrated, tied and gagged, undressed and artificially spread and sprayed with lacquer and water so sex pictures can be made. Only for pornography are women killed to make a sex movie, and it is not the idea of sex killing that kills them. It is unnecessary to do any of these things in express, as ideas, the ideas pornography expresses. It is essential to do them to make pornography. Similarly, on the consumption end, it is not the ideas in pornography that assault women: men do, men who are made, changed, and impelled by it. Pornography does not leap of the shelf and assault women. Women could, in theory, walk safely past whole warehouses full of it, quietly resting in its jackets. It is what takes to make it and what happens through its use that are the problem.

Empirically, of all two-dimensional forms of sex, it is only pornography, not its ideas as such, that gives men erections that support aggression against women in particular. Put another way, an erection is either a thought or a feeling, but a behavior. It is only pornography that rapists use to select whom they rape and to get up for their rapes. This is not because they are persuaded by its ideas or even inflamed by its emotions, or because it is so conceptually or emotionally compelling, but because they are sexually habituated to its kick, a process that is largely unconscious and works as primitive conditioning, with pictures and words as sexual stimuli. Pornography consumers are not consuming an idea any more than eating a loaf of bread is consuming the ideas on its wrapper or the ideas in its recipe.

This is not to object to primitiveness or sensuality or subtlety or habituation in communication. Speech conveys more than its literal meaning, and its undertones and nuances must be protected. It is to question the extent to which the First Amendment protects unconscious mental intrusion and physical manipulation, even by pictures and words, particularly when the results are further acted out through aggression and other discrimination. It is also to observe that pornography does not engage the conscious mind in the chosen way the model of "content", in terms of which it is largely defended, divisions and requires. In the words of Judge Easterbrook, describing this dynamic, pornography "does not persuade people so much as change them."!

Pornography is masturbation material. It is used as sex. It therefore is sex. Men know this. In the centuries before pornography was made into an "idea" worthy of First Amendment protection, men amused themselves and excused their sexual practices by observing that the penis is not an organ of thought. Aristotle said, "it is impossible to think about anything while absorbed [in the pleasures of sex]." The Yiddish equivalent translates roughly as 'a stiff prick turns the mind to shit." The common point is that having sex is antithetical to thinking. It would not have occurred to them that having sex is thinking.

With pornography, men masturbate to women being exposed, humiliated, violated, degraded, mutilated, dismembered, bound, gagged, tortured, and killed. In the visual materials, they experience this being done by watching it being done. What is real here is not that the materials are pictures, but that they are part of a sex act. The women are in two dimensions, but the men have sex with them in their own three-dimensional bodies, not in their minds alone. Men
come doing this. This, too, is a behavior, not a thought or an argument. It is not ideas they are ejaculating over. Try arguing with an orgasm sometime. You will find you are no match for the sexual access and power the materials provide.

The fact that this experience is sexual does not erupt sui generis from pornography all by itself, any more than the experience of access and power in rape or child abuse or sexual harassment or sexual murder is sexual in isolation. There is no such thing as pornography or any social occurrence, all by itself. But, of these, it is only pornography of which it is said that the experience is not one of access and power but one of thought; only of pornography that it is said that unless you can show what it and it alone does, you cannot do anything about it; and only pornography that is protected as a constitutional right. The fact that pornography, like rape, has deep and broad social roots and cultural grounding makes it more rather than less active, galvanizing and damaging.

One consumer of rape pornography and snuff films recently made this point as only an honest perpetrator can: 'I can remember when I get horny from looking at girly books and watching girly shows that I would want to go rape somebody. Every time I would jack off before I come I would be thinking of rape and the women I had raped and remembering how exciting it was. The pain on their faces. The thrill of the excitement.' This, presumably, is what the court that recently protected pornography as speech meant when it said that its effect depend upon 'mental intermediation'. See, he was watching, wanting, thinking, remembering, feeling. He was also receiving the death penalty for murdering a young woman named Laura after raping her, having vaginal and anal intercourse with her corpse, and chewing on several parts of her body.

Sooner or later, in one way or another, the consumers want to live out the pornography further in three dimensions. Sooner or later, if one way or an other, they do. It makes them want to; when they believe they can, when they feel they can get away with it they do. Depending upon their chosen sphere of operation, they may use whatever power they have to keep the world a pornographic place so they can continue to get hard from everyday life. As pornography consumers, teachers may become epistemically incapable of seeing their women students as their potential equals and unconsciously teach about rape from the viewpoint of the accused. Doctors may molest anesthetized women enjoy watching and inflicting pain during childbirth, and use pornography to teach sex education in medical school. Some consumers write on bathroom walls. Some undoubtedly write judicial opinions.27

Some pornography consumers presumably serve on juries, sit on the Senate Judiciary Committee, answer police calls reporting domestic violence, edit media accounts of child sexual abuse, and produce mainstream films. Some make wives and daughters and clients and students and prostitutes look at it and do what is in it. Some sexually harass their employees and clients, molest their daughters, bater their wives, and use prostitutes—with pornography present and integral to the acts. Some gang rape women in fraternities and at rest stops on highways, holding up the pornography and reading it aloud and mimicking it. Some become serial rapists and sex murderers—using and making pornography is inextricable to these acts—either freelancing or in sex packs known variously as sex rings, organized crime, religious cults, or white supremacist organizations. Some make pornography for their own use and as a sex act in itself, or in order to make money and support the group's habit.28

This does not presume that all pornography is made through abuse or rely on the fact that some pornography is made through coercion as a legal basis for restricting all of it.29 Empirically, all pornography is made under conditions of inequality based on sex, overwhelmingly by poor, desperate, homeless, pimped women who were sexually abused as children. The industry's profits exploit, and are an incentive to maintain, these conditions. These conditions constrain choice rather than offering freedom. They are what it takes to make women do what is in even the pornography that shows no overt violence.

I have come to think that there is a connection between these conditions of production and the force that is so often needed to make other women perform the sex that consumers come to want as a result of viewing it. In other words, if it took these forms of force to make a woman do what was needed to make the materials, might it not take the same or other forms of force to get other women to do what is in it? Isn't there, then, an obvious link between the apparent need to coerce some women to perform for pornography and the coercion of other women as a result of its consumption? If a woman had to be coerced to make Deep Throat, doesn't that suggest that Deep Throat is dangerous to all women anywhere near a man who wants to do what he saw in it?30

Pornography contains ideas, like any other social practice. But the way it works is not as a thought or through its ideas as such, at least not in the way thoughts and ideas are protected as speech. Its place in
abuse requires understanding it more in active than in passive terms, as constructing and performative than as merely referential or connotative.

The message of these materials, and there is one, as there is to a conscious activity, is 'get her,' pointing at all women, to the perpetrators' benefit of ten billion dollars a year and counting. This message is addressed directly to the penis, delivered through an erection, and taken out on women in the real world. The content of this message is not unique to pornography. It is the function of pornography to effectuating it that is unique. Put another way, if there is anything the only pornography can say, that is exactly the measure of the harm that only pornography can do. Suppose the consumer could not get in any other way the feeling he gets from watching a woman actually murdered. What is more protected, his sensation or her life? Should a matter if the murder is artistically presented? Shall we now balance away women's lesser entitlements—not to be raped, dehumanized, molested, invaded, and sold? Do the consequences for many women doing this to some women, for mass marketing, weigh in this calculus? How many women's bodies have to stack up here even to register against male profit and pleasure presented as First Amendment principle?

On the basis of its reality, Andrea Dworkin and I have proposed a law against pornography that defines it as graphic sexually explicit materials that subordinate women through pictures or words. The definition describes what there is, that is, what must be there for the materials to work as sex and to promote sexual abuse across a broad spectrum of consumers. This definition includes the harm of what pornography says—its function as defamation or hate speech—but defines it and it alone in terms of what it does—its role as subordination, as sex discrimination, including what it does through what it says. This definition is coterminous with the industry, from Playboy, in which women are objectified and presented dehumanized as sexual objects or things for use; through the torture of women and the sexualization of racism and the fetishization of women's body parts in snuff films, in which actual murder is the ultimate sexual act, the reduction to the thing form of a human being and the silence of women literal and complete. Such material combines the graphic sexually explicit—graphically showing explicit sex—with activities like hurting, degrading, violating, and humiliating, that is, actively subordinating, treating unequally, as less than human, on the basis of sex. Pornography is not restricted here because of what it says. It is restricted through what it does. Neither is it protected because it says nothing, given what it does.

Now, in First Amendment terms, what is 'content'—the 'what it says element'—here? We are told by the Supreme Court that we cannot restrict speech because of what it says, but all restricted expression says something. Most recently, we have been told that obscenity and child pornography are content that can be regulated although what distinguishes child pornography is not its 'particular literary theme.' In other words, it has a message, but it does not do its harm through that message. So what, exactly, are the children who are hurt through the use of the materials hurt by?

Suppose that the sexually explicit has a content element: it contains a penis ramming into a vagina. Does that mean that a picture of this conveys the idea of a penis ramming into a vagina, or does the viewer see and experience a penis ramming into a vagina? If a man watches a penis ram into a vagina live, in the flesh, do we say he is watching the idea of a penis ramming into a vagina? How is the visual pornography different? When he then goes and rams his penis into a woman's vagina, is that because he has an idea, or because he has an erection? I am not saying his head is not attached to his body; I am saying his body is attached to his head.

The ideas pornography conveys, construed as 'ideas' in the First Amendment sense, are the same as those in mainstream misogyny: male authority in a naturalized gender hierarchy, male possession of an objectified other. In this form, they do not make men hard. The erections and ejaculations come from providing a physical reality for sexual use, which is what pornography does. Pornography is often more sexually compelling than the realities it presents, more sexually real than reality. When the pimp does his job right, he has the woman exactly where the consumers want her. In the ultimate male bond, that between pimp and john, the trick is given the sense of absolute control, total access, power to be taken with the illusion that it is a fantasy, when the one who actually has that power is the pimp. For the consumer, the mediation provides the element of remove requisite for deniability. Pornography thus offers both types of generic sex: for those who want to wallow in filth without getting their hands dirty and for those who want to violate the pure and get only their hands wet.

None of this starts or stops as a thought or feeling. Pornography does not simply express or interpret experience; it substitutes for it. Beyond bringing a message from reality, it stands in for reality; it is
existentially being there. This does not mean that there is no space in the experience—far from it. To make visual pornography, and to buy into its imperatives, the world, namely women, must do what pornographers want to ‘say’. Pornography brings its condition of production to the consumer: sexual dominance. As Cree Froom puts it, subordination is ‘doing someone else’s language’.

Pornography makes the world a pornographic place through its making and use, through establishing what women are said to exist as, are seen as, are treated as, constructing the social reality of what a woman is and can be in terms of what can be done to her, and what a man is in terms of doing it.

As society becomes saturated with pornography, what makes for sexual arousal, and the nature of sex itself in terms of the place of speech in it, change. What was words and pictures becomes, through masturbation, sex itself. As the industry expands, this becomes more and more the generic experience of sex, the woman in pornography becoming more and more the lived archetype for women’s sexuality, men’s, hence women’s, experience. In other words, as the human becomes thing and the mutual becomes one-sided and the given becomes stolen and sold, objectification comes to define femininity and one-sidedness comes to define mutuality, and force comes to define consent as pictures and words become the forms of possession and use through which women are actually possessed and used in pornography, pictures and words are sex. At the same time, in the world pornography creates, sex is pictures and words. As sex becomes speech, speech becomes sex.

The denial that pornography is a real force comes in the guise of many mediating constructions. At most, it is said, pornography reflects or depicts or describes or represents subordination that happens elsewhere. The most common denial is that pornography is ‘fantasy’. Meaning it is unreal, or only an internal reality. For whom? The women in it may dissociate to survive, but it is happening to the bodies. The pornographer regularly uses the women personally and does not stop his business at fantasizing. The consumer masturbates to it, replays it in his head and onto the bodies of women he encounters or has sex with, lives it out on the women and children around him. Are the victims of snuff films fantasized to death?

Another common evasion is that pornography is ‘simulated’. What can this mean? It always reminds me of calling rape with a bullet ‘artificial rape’. In pornography, the penis is shown ramming up the woman over and over; this is because it actually was rammed into the woman over and over. In mainstream media, violence is done through special effects; in pornography, women shown being beaten and tortured are not in an effort to mean that the rapes are not really rapes but are part of the story, to the woman’s refusal and resistance are acting. If it is acting, does it matter what the actress is really feeling? We are told endlessly that the women in pornography are ‘really’ enjoying themselves (but it’s simulated?). Is the man’s erection on screen ‘simulated’ too? Is it acting too?

Is pornography ‘real’ sex in the sense of shared intimacy; this is not a lie, but it does not make it ‘simulated’. Nor is it real in the sense that it happened as it appears. To look real to an observing camera, the sex acts have to be twisted open, stopped and restarted, positioned and repositioned, the come shot often executed by another actor entirely. The women regularly take drugs to get through it. This is not to say that none of this happens in sex that is not for pornography; rather that, as a defense of pornography, this sounds more like an indictment of sex.

One wonders why it is not said that the pleasure is simulated and the rape is real, rather than the other way around. The answer is that the consumer’s pleasure requires that the scenario conform to the male rape fantasy, which requires him to abuse her and her to like it. Paying the woman to appear to resist and then surrender does not make the sex consensual; it makes pornography an arm of prostitution. The sex is not chosen for the sex. Money is the medium of force and provides the cover of consent.

The most extreme denial of the harm is the one that holds that pornography is ‘representation’, when a representation is a nonreality. Actual rape arranges reality; ritual torture frames and presents it. Does that make them ‘representations’, and so not rape and torture? Is a rape a representation of a rape if someone is watching it? When is the rape not watching it? Taking photographs is part of the ritual of some abusive sex, an act of taking, the possession involved. So is watching while doing it and watching the pictures later. The photos are trophies; looking at the photos is fetishism. Is nude dancing a ‘representation’ of eroticism or is it eroticism, meaning a sex act? How is a live sex show different? In terms of what the men are doing sexually, an audience watching a gang rape in a movie is no different from an audience watching a gang rape that is reenacting a gang rape from a movie, or an audience watching any gang rape.

To say that pornography is categorically or functionally representation rather than sex simply creates a distanced world we can say is not
the real world, a world that mixes reality with unreality, art and literature with everything else, as if life does not do the same thing. The effect is to license whatever is done there, creating a special aura of privilege and demarcating a sphere of protected freedom, no matter who is hurt. In this approach, there is no way to prohibit rape pornography is protected. If, by contrast, representation is reality, as other theorists argue, then pornography is no less an act than rape and torture it represents. 

At stake in constructing pornography as ‘speech’ is gaining constitutional protection for doing what pornography does: subordinating women through sex. This is not content as such, nor is it wholly other than content. Segregation is not the content of ‘help wanted’—no employment advertisements, nor is the harm of the segregation done without regard to the content of the ad. It is its function. Law’s proper concern here is not with what speech says, but with what it does. The meaning of pornography in the sense of interpretation may be interesting problem, but it is not this one. This problem is its meaning for women: what it does in and to our lives.

I am not saying that pornography is conduct and therefore not speech, or that it does things and therefore says nothing and is without meaning, or that all its harms are noncontent harms. In society, nothing is without meaning. Nothing has no content. Society is made of words, whose meanings the powerful control, or try to. At a certain point, when those who are hurt by them become real, some words are recognized as the acts that they are. Converging with this point less than the action side, nothing that happens in society lacks ideas or or meaning, including rape and torture and sexual murder. This presumably does not make rape and murder protected expression, but, other than by simplistic categorization, speech theory never says why not. Similarly, every act of discrimination is done because of group membership, such as on the basis of sex or race or both, meaning does either with that conscious thought, perception, knowledge, or sequence. Indeed, discriminatory intent, a mental state, is required to prove discrimination under the Fourteenth Amendment. Does the ‘thought’ make all that discrimination ‘speech’?

It is not new to observe that while the doctrinal distinction between speech and action is on one level obvious, on another level it makes little sense. In social inequality, it makes almost none. Discrimination does not divide into acts on one side and speech on the other. Speech acts. It makes no sense from the action side either. Acts speak in the context of social inequality, so-called speech can be an exercise of power which constructs the social reality in which people live, from the identification to genocide. The words and images are either direct incidents of such acts, such as making pornography or requiring Jews to wear yellow stars, or are connected to them, whether immediately, locally, and directly, or in more complex and extended ways.

Together with all its material supports, authoritatively saying something inferior is largely how structures of status and differential treatment are demarcated and actualized. Words and images are how people are placed in hierarchies, how social stratification is made to seem inevitable and right, how feelings of inferiority and superiority are engendered, and how indifference to violence against those on the bottom is rationalized and normalized. Social supremacy is made, inside and between people, through making meanings. To unmake these meanings and their technologies have to be unmade.

A recent Supreme Court decision on nude dancing provides an example of the inextricability of expression with action in an unrecognized sex inequality setting. Chief Justice Rehnquist wrote, for the Court, that nude dancing can be regulated without violating the First Amendment because one can say the same thing by dancing in pasties and a G-string. No issues of women’s inequality to men were raised in all the pondering of the First Amendment, although the dancers who were the parties to the case could not have been clearer that they were not expressing anything. In previous cases like this, no one has ever said what showing dollar bills up women’s vaginas expresses. As a result, the fact that the accessibility and exploitation of women through their use as sex is at once being said and done through presenting women dancing nude is not confronted. That women’s inequality is simultaneously being expressed and exploited is never mentioned. Given the role of access to women’s genitals in gender inequality, dancing in a G-string raises similar ‘themes’ and does similar harms, but neither says nor does exactly the same thing.

Justice Souter, in a separate concurrence, got closer to reality when he said that nude dancing could be regulated because it is accompanied by rape and prostitution. These harms are exactly what is made worse by the difference between dancing in a G-string and pasties, and dancing in the nude. Yet he did not see that these harms are inextricable from, and occur exactly through, what nude dancing expresses. Unlike the majority, Justice Souter said that dancing in a G-string does not express the same ‘erotic message’ as nude dancing. In other words, men are measurably more turned on by seeing women expose their sexual parts entirely to public view than almost entirely.
Nobody said that expressing eroticism is speech—think for engaging in public sex. Justice Souter did say that the feeling nude dancer expresses is eroticism.7 To express eroticism is to engage in erotic meaning to perform a sex act. To say it is to do it and to do it is to do it. It is also to do the harm of it and to exacerbate harms surrounding it. In this context, unrecognized by law, it is to practice sex inequality as well as to express it.

The legal treatment of crossburning in another recent Supreme Court opinion provides yet another example of the incoherence of distinguishing speech from conduct in the inequality context. Crossburning is nothing but an act, yet it is pure expression, doing the harm it does solely through the message it conveys. Nobody weeps for the charred wood. By symbolically invoking the entire violent history of the Ku Klux Klan, it says, 'Blacks get out', thus engaging in terrorizing and effectuating segregation. It carries the message of historic white indifference both to this message and to the imminent death for which it stands. Segregating transportation expressed (at a minimum) the view that African-Americans should ride separately from whites. It was not seen to raise thorny issues of symbolic expression. Ads in segregated housing are only words, yet they are widely prohibited outright as acts of segregation.45

Like pornography, crossburning is seen by the Supreme Court as raising crucial expressive issues. Its function as an enforcer of segregation, instigator of lynching mobs, instiller of terror, and emblem of official impunity is transmuted into a discussion of specific 'disfavored subjects'.46 The burning cross is the discussion. The 'subject' is race-discriminating on the basis of it, that is. The bland indifference is reality is underlined by the lack of a single mention of the Ku Klux Klan. Recognizing the content communicated, Justice Stevens nonetheless characterized the crossburning as 'nothing more than a crude form of physical intimidation'.47

In this country, nothing has at once expressed racial hatred and effectuated racial subordination more effectively than the murder and hanging of a mutilated body, usually of a Black man. I guess this main Black male bodies the subject of the discussion. Lynching expresses a clear point of view.48 Photographs were sometimes taken of the body and sold, to extend its message and the pleasure of viewing it.49 More discussion. Are these acts inexpressive and contentless? Are the pictures protected expression? Is a Black man's death made unreal being photographed the way women's subordination is?50 Suppose lynchings were done to make pictures of lynchings. Should their race
trussed and hung. One bound between her legs with a thick rope appears to be a child. All three express ideology. All had to be done to be made. All presumably convey something as well as provide con-
tainment. If used at work, this spread would create a hostile unequal working environment actionable under federal sex discrimination law. But there is no law against a hostile unequal living environment, so everywhere else it is protected speech.

Not long after this issue of Penthouse appeared, a little Asian girl was found strung up and sexually molested in North Carolina, dead. The murderer said he spent much of the day of the murder in an area bookstore. Suppose he consumed the Penthouse and then went on to kill the little girl. Such linear causality, an obsession of pornog-
raphy’s defenders, is not all that rare or difficult to prove. It is only an effect of pornography, but when one has that effect, is restricting the pictures “thought control.” 63 The judicial epithet used to invalidate no law against pornography? Would the girl’s death be what Penthouse “said”? If she was killed because of its “content should it be protected.”

Should it matter: the evidence of the harm of such materials—first testimony of victims (called evidence, not anecdote, in court) laboratory studies in which variables and predisposed men are con-
trolled for, to social studies in which social reality is captured in all its messiness—shows that these materials change attitudes and inert behaviors in ways that are unique in their transforming and devastating their consequences. In human society, where no one does not live, the physical response to pornography is nearly a universal condition, male reaction, whether they like or agree with what the materials say or not. There is a lot wider variation in men’s conscious attitudes toward pornography than there is in their sexual responses to it.

There is no evidence that pornography does no harm; not even courts equivocate over its carnage anymore. 64 The new insult is that the potency of pornography as idea is said to be proven by the harm is does, so it must be protected as speech. 65 Having made real harm was the idea of harm, discrimination into defamation, courts tell us it is an essence that to the extent materials are defamatory, meaning they con-
tain defamatory ideas, they are protected, even as they discriminate against women from objectification to murder.

“Every idea is an incitement,” said Justice Holmes in a famous de-
sent in an early case on freedom of speech. 66 Whether or not this is true to the same degree for every idea, it has come to mean that every incitement to action that has an idea behind it—especially a big idea, and misogyny is a very big idea—is to that degree First Amendment

protected territory. This doctrine was originally created to protect the suppression of the speech of communists, thought by some to threaten the security of the US government. This experience is the crux of the “speech” doctrine, its formative trauma, the evil of suppression of dissent that First Amendment law, through coming to terms with this debacle, has been designed to avoid. This is where we get the idea that we must protect ideas regardless of the mischief they

are in the world, where the First Amendment got its operative idea of what an “idea” is.

Applying this paradigm for political speech to pornography requires placing, by analogy, sexually abused women relative to their oppressors, in a position of power comparable to that of the US govern-
ment relative to those who advocated its overthrow. This is bizarre, since that risk of harm is the issue. Women are far more likely to be harmed through pornography than the US government is to be over-
thrown by communists. Putting the pornographers in the posture of being underdog, like communists, plays on the deep free speech

 tradition against laws that restrict criticizing the government. Need it be said, women are not the government? Pornography has to be done to women to be made; no government has to be overthrown to make communism speech. It is also interesting that whether or not forced sex is a good idea—pornography’s so-called viewpoint on the subordin-
ation of women—is not supposed to be debateable to the same degree as the organization of the economy. In theory, we have criminal laws against sexual abuse. We even have laws mandating sex equality.

Yet the First Amendment orthodoxy that came out of the commun-
at cases is reflexively applied to pornography: if it is words and pic-
tures, it expresses ideas. It does nothing. The only power to be feared as real is that of the government in restricting it. The speech is impotent. The analogy to communism has the realities reversed. Not only is pornography more than mere words, while the words of the communists are only words. The power of pornography is more like the power of the state. 67 It is backed by power at least as great, at least as unchecked, and at least as legitimate. At this point, indeed, its power is the power of the state. State power protects it, silencing those who are hurt by it and making sure they can do nothing about it.

Law is only words. It has content, yet we do not analyze law as the mere expression of ideas. When we object to a law—say, one that restricts speech—we do not say we are offended by it. We are scared or threatened or endangered by it. We look to the consequences of the law’s enforcement as an accomplished fact and to the utterance of legal
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words as tantamount to imposing their reality. This becomes obvious to mention not only because the First Amendment does protect government speech but because law is backed by power, so words are seen as acts. But so is pornography: the power of men over women, expressed through unequal sex, sanctioned both through and prior to state power. It makes no sense to treat pornography as mere abstraction and representation than it does to treat law as simulation or fantasy. No one has suggested that our legal definition of pornography does what the pornography it describes in words nor that, if enacted in law, our ordinance would be only words.

As Andrea Dworkin has said, 'pornography is the law for women.' Like law, pornography does what it says. That pornography is reality, what silenced women have not been permitted to say for hundreds of years. Failing to face this in its simplicity leaves one defending abstraction at the cost of principle, obscuring this emergency because it is like other emergencies, defending an idea of an 'idea' while a practice of sexual abuse becomes a constitutional right. Until we face this, we will be left where Andrea Dworkin recognizes we are left at the end of Intercourse: with a violated child alone on the bed—this is wondering if she is lucky to be alive.

Notes

1. Some of these facts are taken from years of confidential consultations with women who have been used in pornography; some are adapted from Peter Burshtain, 222 Cal. Rptr. 630 (Ct. App. 1986), rev. denied, 22 May 1986. See media reports on it; and Norberg v. Wynn (1992) 2 S.C.R. 224 (Can.),

2. Women used in pornography have provided the basis for the statements these paragraphs over many years of work by me and my colleagues, including Andrea Dworkin, Therese Stanton, Evelina Gobbi, Susan Hunt, Margaret Baldwin, and Annie McCombs. Teachers of some of this data are provided by Linda 'Lovelace' and Michael McGrady, Ordeal (1980) (experience of being coerced to make Deep Throat), and, in fiction, by Karin Harrison, Exposures (1993) (experience of child model for sex pictures by her father). See also Collett Marie, 'The Coercion of Nudist Children', ICONO/last 1-6 (Spring 1991).

3. In the prosecution by B. Crawford of South Carolina against her husband for marital rape, a thirty-minute videotape he took of the assault was shown. In it, Mr Crawford has intercourse with her and penetrates her with obscenity, while her hands and legs are tied with rope and her mouth is gagged and re-blinded with duct tape. He was acquitted on a consent defense. Acquittal: Husband Spurs Anger; Wife Accused of Raping Her', Houston Chronicle, 8 April 1992, sec. A, p. 3. The defendant testified he did not think his wife so serious when she said 'no'. Carolyn Pesce, 'Marital Rape Case Acquittal

PROTEST', USA Today, 21 April 1992, p. 3A. See also State v. Jean, 311 S.E.2d 266, 271-273 (N.C. 1984) (cross-examination of defendant on viewing pornography five days after crime of rape charged, when movie showed the same kinds of sex acts charged, if error, was harmless).

4. As the defense lawyer in Crawford put it to the jury, as the tape described in note 3 above was played, 'Was that a cry of pain or torture? Or was that a cry of pleasure? Marital Rape Acquittal Enrages Women's Groups', Chicago Tribune, 18 April 1992, p. 9C. This woman was clear she was being tortured. For the viewer who takes pleasure in her pain, however, the distinction between pain and pleasure does not exist. Her pain is his pleasure. This sexual pleasure provides an incentive, even an epistemic basis, to impute pleasure to the victim as well. I believe this dynamic makes such ties those of the defense lawyer successful in exonerating rapists.

5. In this respect, the only work regarded as part of the deconstruction school that I have encountered that makes me hesitate even slightly in this characterization is Jean-François Lyotard, 'The Differend, the Referent, and the Proper Name', 4 diacritics (Fall 1984). I read this work as an attack on the supposed difficulty of establishing that the Holocaust's gas chambers existed. It is, however, peculiar—and consistent with my critique here—that Lyotard does not mention that there are Germans who saw the gas chambers and survived to speak of their existence. His anatomy of silencing as reality-disappearing and in its interconnection with the legal system is most useful, however, in drawing the right this piece fits properly within deconstruction as a theoretical approach.


8. For further discussion, see Andrea Dworkin, 'Woman-Hating Right and Left', Myths of Male Dominance (1990). 9. I am also unsure that this piece fits properly within deconstruction as a theoretical approach.

10. See his opinion in Hudnut, 1977 F.2d at 323.


dismissed, 474 U.S. 1008 (1985) (‘highly verbal crime’, 1121; ‘Raise yos- herself goddamn’ ...’ and ‘We can talk about any ...’ are both on 1116).

16. Pinter v. Thompson, 403 U.S. 217 (1971) (holding that closure by city of Jackson, Mississippi, of public swimming pools formerly available to whites only did not violate equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment because both Blacks and whites were denied access); Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co., 392 U.S. 409 (1968) (prohibiting discriminatory sale or rental of property to whites only); Blow v. North Carolina, 379 U.S. 684 (1965) (holding that restaurant serving whites only violated Civil Rights Act of 1964); Watson v. City of Memphis, 373 U.S. 526 (1963) (holding that city's operation of percentage of publicly owned recreational facilities for whites only due to delays in implementing desegregation violated the Fourteenth Amendment; see also Hazelwood Sch. Dist. v. United States, 433 U.S. 299, 304-305 n.7 (1977) (stating that, in employment discrimination claim against school district, plaintiffs alleged that district's newspaper advertisement for band candidates specified 'whites only'); Person v. Ray, 386 U.S. 547, 558 (1967) (holding that Black and white clergymen did not consent to their arrest peacefully entering the 'White Only' designated waiting area of bus terminal).


20. The law actually appears to permit the regulation of some forms of expression that manipulate the mind without its conscious awareness. Subliminal communications are flatly prohibited as 'deceptive' in the advertising of distillate spirits. 27 C.F.R. §5.65(h) (1992). The National Association of Broadcasters favors regulation of subliminal communication; its voluntary guidelines were invalidated on antitrust grounds, United States v. National Assn. of Broadcasters, 536 F. Supp. 149 (D.D.C. 1982).

The most evocative and advanced treatment of the issue occurs in Venue Judas Priest, 1990 WL 130920 (New. Dist. Ct. 24 Aug 1990). Two boys attempted suicide, one successfully, as a result, it was alleged, of messages embedded in a heavy metal recording. The court found the subliminals not to be protected by the First Amendment based on a right to be free of intrusions, since subliminal communications do not advance the purposes of free speech, and because of the listeners' right to privacy. The court also found no proximate cause existed between the lyrics and the suicides. NBC, QM, and ABC all have policies prohibiting subliminal messages in ads, but I could find none regarding program content. See generally T. Bliss, 'Subliminal Projection: History and Analysis', 5 Comment 419, 422 (1983); Wilson Key, Subliminal Seduction (1972); Scott Silvergate, Comment, 'Subliminal Perception and the First Amendment: Yelling Fire in a Crowded Mind', 44 University of Miami Law Review 1243 (1990).
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thought of as just saying something’, at 6–7. While he does not confine himself to inequality, which is crucial to my argument here, neither does he generalize the performative to all speech, as have many speech act theorists who came after him. Austin is less an authority for my particular development of ‘doing things with words’ and more a foundational exploration of the view in language theory that some speech can be action.

32. For discussion, see Andrea Dworkin and Catharine A. MacKinnon, Pornography and Civil Rights: A New Day for Women’s Equality (1988). The Model Ordinance, making pornography actionable as a civil rights violation, defines ‘pornography’ as ‘the graphic sexually explicit subordination of women through pictures and/or words that also includes one or more of the following: (a) women are presented dehumanized as sexual objects, things, or commodities; or (b) women are presented as sexual objects who enjoy humiliation or pain; or (c) women are presented as sexual objects experiencing sexual pleasure in rape, incest, or other sexual assault; or (d) women are presented as sexual objects tied up or cut up or mutilated or bruised or physically hurt; or (e) women are presented in postures or positions of sexual submission, servility, or display; or (f) women’s body parts—including but not limited to vaginas, breasts, or buttocks—are exhibited such that women are reduced to those parts; or (g) women are presented being penetrated by objects or animals; or (h) women are presented in scenarios of degradation, humiliation, injury, torture, shown as filthy or inferior, bleeding, bruised, hurt in a context that makes their conditions sexual.’ In this definition, the use of ‘men, children, or transsexuals’ in the place of women is pornography.

33. Query whether all elements of speech are necessarily either ‘content’ or ‘noncontent’.


38. This more sophisticated version is illustrated by Susanne Kappeler, The Pornography of Representation (1986).


41. Postmodernism is premodern in the sense that it cannot grasp, or has forgotten, or is predicated on obscuring, this function of language in social hierarchy.

child pornography to use their lack of knowledge of a child’s actual age as a defense. The dissent recognizes the harm to those who are 'hurt by the attitudes these materials foster'. X-Citement Video, 982 F.2d at 1293–94 n.1 (Kozinski, L., dissenting).
60. 16 Penthouse 118 (December 1984).
62. George Fisher was convicted of the murder and attempted rape of Jane Kar-Har Frewel, an 8-year-old adopted Chinese girl found strangled to death hanging from a tree in 1985. Mr. Fisher testified that he went to an adult bookstore on the day of the murder to watch movies. UPI, 20 August 1985.
63. Hudnut, 771 F.2d at 328.
64. This is, in effect, what is permitted in Herceg v. Hustler Magazine, Inc., 814 F.2d 1017 (5th Cir. 1987) (survivors of boy who died of autoerotic asphyxia not recover against Hustler, which caused it).
66. Ibid. at 329–331.
68. For a discussion of how 'pornographers are more like the police in police states', see Andrea Dworkin, 'Against the Male Flood', in Letters from a War Zone 264 (1988).
69. For an analysis of the place of pornography in male power, see Andrea Dworkin, Pornography: Men Possessing Women 13–47 (1979).
70. Andrea Dworkin has said this in many public speeches, including ones attended in 1983 and 1984. The idea behind it was originally developed in Andrea Dworkin, Intercourse 194 (1987).

Pornography
An Exchange

Catharine A. MacKinnon/Ronald Dworkin

To the Editors:

This letter is not part of a dialogue over pornography or my book, Only Words. NYR consistently makes sure that its articles defend pornography and do not take its harm to women and children seriously. Disent from this point of view is confined to letters which must focus on correcting the factual errors in the articles. This letter is no exception. Even in this editorial context, Ronald Dworkin’s review of my recent book [NYR, October 21, 1993] is startlingly incompetent, inconsistent, and ignorant.

It is appalling to read that the equality argument advanced in my book is a 'new argument'. In 1983, Andrea Dworkin and I advanced our equality approach to pornography through our ordinance allowing civil suits for sex discrimination by those who can prove harm through pornography. Since then, every argument we have advanced to support this initiative has been an equality argument. Every harm pornography does is a harm of inequality, and we have said so. Equality was the 'compelling state interest' urged in support of the Indianapolis ordinance. Equality was the central argument in writing of mine that Ronald Dworkin critized previously. Equality was Andrea Dworkin's argument against Ronald Dworkin’s defense of pornography in a debate with him at Davis in the mid-1980s. She even read to him about equality from his work.

Are we to understand that it took him until now to hear it? This is one example of the 'silence' he has such trouble understanding. In it, nothing women say is real. Now, after a decade of respectfully repeating ourselves, it becomes clear that he has had no idea what we have been saying, hence no idea what he was talking about.